WHAT YOU TOLD US
Consultation update
For the past month, the team has been collecting feedback from local residents, businesses and community
organisations, as well as maintaining regular contact with the London Borough of Newham, the GLA, London City
Airport and others in progressing the proposed design and uses for Phase 3.
We have spoken to over 80 people living and working in the local area. The general principle for expansion and
improving the landscape around the site has been well-received by the majority of our neighbours. We have
received some very useful feedback on the concepts and designs for the site, which we have summarised in the
three core themes below.
The design team has taken on board the comments received and the updated plans demonstrate how we have
reflected your feedback in our revised proposals.
Thank you for providing us with your comments and please continue to keep giving us your feedback.

Dock-edge landscape
“More comfortable benches to
sit and look at the water.”
“I’m very much in favour of
your proposals - please take
this opportunity to provide
local residents with lovely
places to go to and “be” in.”
“There is no greenery at all
along your water’s edge this really needs to change.
There also needs to be more
protection from the weather.”
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Further activation
and uses
“I feel the general area around
ExCel and Royal Docks
is lacking entertainment
and leisure for the local
community.”
“More needs to be done to
offer local amenities that face
the water and create activity.
The water edge is a dead
zone along the ExCeL which is
underutilized.”

Security and transport
“Separate lanes for walking /
running / cycling.”
“To install CCTV, improved
lighting and patrols to prevent
crime and illegal fishing,
frequently seen.”
“The open space and the
parking space will vanish.”
“I support the idea as long as
access to dock-edge is free to
public.”

